Middlebury Invitational Results
October 18-20, 2019

Friday’s matches

Williams vs. Middlebury Doubles
Katherine Hughes/Skylar Schossberger (Midd) def. Katherine Orgielewicz/Emily Zheng (Will) 8-6
Catherine Blazye/Brinlea La Barge (Midd) def. Rachel Cross/Chloe Henderson (Will) 8-6
Maddi Stow/Amanda Frank (Midd) def. Maya Jamroz/Sarah Yang (Will) 8-4

Saturday’s matches

Williams vs. Amherst Doubles
Maggie Owesnby/Anya Ramras (Amh) def. Chloe Henderson/Katherine Orgielewicz (Will) 8-7 (1)
Jackie Buzkin/Calista Sha (Amh) def. Maxing Ng/Emily Zheng (Will) 8-4

Middlebury vs. Brandeis Doubles
Catherine Blazye/Brinlea La Barge (Midd) def. Diana Dehterevich/Lauren Bertsch (Brand) 8-2
Ruhi Kamdar/Caitlin Neal (Midd) def. Isabel Cepeda/Ana Hatfield (Brand) 8-7

Middlebury vs. Williams Singles
Katherine Hughes (Midd) def. Katherine Orgielewicz (Will) 6-4, 6-4
Chloe Henderson (Will) def. Maddi Stow (Midd) 6-4, 6-3
Brinlea La Barge (Midd) def. Emily Zheng (Will) 6-1, 6-1
Skylar Schossberger (Midd) def. Maya Jamroz (Will) 6-0, 6-0
Amanda Frank (Midd) def. Sarah Yang (Will) 6-4, 6-1

Amherst vs. Williams Doubles
Maggie Owesnby/Anya Ramras (Amh) def. Chloe Henderson/Katherine Orgielewicz (Will) 8-7 (1)
Jackie Buzkin/Calista Sha (Amh) def. Maxine Ng/Emily Zheng (Will) 8-4

Amherst vs. Brandeis Singles
Jackie Buzkin (Amh) def. Diana Dehterevich (Brand) 6-3, 4-6, 10-7
Maggie Owesnby (Amh) def. Lauren Bertsch (Brand) 6-0, 6-2
Anya Ramras (Amh) def. Ana Hatfield (Brand) 6-0, 6-0
Calista Sha (Amh) def. Isabel Cepeda (Brand) 6-1, 6-0
Madeline Clinton (Amh) def. Grace Wang (Brand) 6-1, 6-0

Amherst vs. Brandeis Doubles
Jackie Buzkin/Calista Sha (Amh) def. Diana Dehterevich/Lauren Bertsch (Brand) 8-4
Maggie Owesnby/Anya Ramras (Amh) def. Isabel Cepeda/Ana Hatfield (Brand) 8-3

Amherst vs. Middlebury Singles
Anya Ramras (Amh) def. Katherine Hughes (Midd) 6-3, 4-6, 10-7
Brinlea La Barge (Midd) def. Calista Sha (Amh) 3-6, 7-6 (8), 10-7
Jackie Buzkin (Amh) def. Skylar Schossberger (Midd) 6-1, 6-2
Maggie Owesnby (Amh) def. Caitlin Neal (Midd) 6-3, 6-1
Ruhi Kamdar (Midd) def. Madeline Clinton (Amh) 6-0, 6-2
**Brandeis vs. Williams Singles**
Diana Dehterevich (Brand) def. Katherine Orgielewicz (Will) 6-4, 6-4
Lauren Bertsch (Brand) def. Chloe Henderson (Will) 3-6, 6-2, 10-6
Emily Zheng (Will) def. Ana Hatfield (Brand) 6-1, 6-1
Maya Jamroz (Will) def. Isabel Cepeda (Brand) 6-1, 6-3
Sarah Yang (Will) def. Grace Wang (Brand) 6-1, 6-1

**Sunday's matches**

**Williams vs. Brandeis Doubles**
Rachel Cross/Chloe Henderson (Will) def. Diana Dehterevich/Lauren Bertsch (Brand) 8-7 (6)
Katherine Orgielewicz/Emily Zheng (Will) def. Isabel Cepeda/Ana Hatfield (Brand) 8-2

**Amherst vs. Middlebury Doubles**
Jackie Buzkin/Maggie Owensby (Amh) def. Katherine Hughes/Skylar Schossberber (Midd) 8-6
Maddi Stow/Heather Boehm (Midd) def. Anya Ramras/Calista Sha (Amh) 8-2

**Brandeis vs. Middlebury Singles**
Maddi Stow (Midd) def. Diana Dehterevich (Brand) 6-4, 5-7, 10-7
Brinlea La Barge (Midd) def. Lauren Bertsch (Brand) 6-1, 6-2
Heather Boehm (Midd) def. Ana Hatfield (Brand) 6-2, 6-0
Caitlin Neal (Midd) def. Isabel Cepeda (Brand) 6-2, 6-2
Amanda Frank (Midd) def. Grace Wang (Brand) 6-0, 6-0